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Presentation Notes
Hello! I’m David Cooper; I’m a postdoctoral researcher within the Department of Natural Sciences at the National Museums Scotland, and past E3 DTP-er in Geosciences. I’ll be talking about my current position at the museum, talk a bit about my PhD project, and how it all links together. And I guess try to give any tips.So currently I’m working over on Chambers Street within the museum, on a Wellcome Trust project, rather annoyingly called ‘From feed the birds to do not feed the animals’, luckily recently shortened to the animal feeding project.
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This is a big project, spanning across the Universities of Exeter, Roehampton, Reading and ourselves, with 5 coinvestigators, 5 postdocs, numerous PhD students, and affiliated MSc and undergraduates.The team’s interdisciplinary, with Archaeologists, Isotope experts, social scientists, anthropologists, and zoologists, and the aim is to bring these ideas together to take a holistic view of animal feeding rather than working separately in each of our individual fields. Technically I think I’ve defined myself as a zoologist in that mix despite my geographical background.The aim is for an engaged research project that answers questions people want answering, that can have an impact both within academia, and that are useful for our partner organisations on the right here.
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So in the context of the cat, there are really interesting questions about the processes of domestication of the cat and how feeding by humans has fueled a relationship from the first wild cats preying on mice and scavenging on scraps around human settlements, all the way to the very much more domesticated indoor housecats we have today, with a wide range of commercial and specialist diets. We can use isotope analysis to see what cats were eating through history, we can use morphometric analyses to see evolutionary and plastic change in their skeletons, and we can look at ancient artwork, and literature to better understand the human-animal relationship through time. Whether we’re looking at domestication, zoolife husbandry or the domestic cat feed industry, the aim is to bring these multiple strands of enquiry together to provide a fuller picture.
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As an example here I modelled tiger range changes through the late Pleistocene glacial and interglacial cycles as seen on the left, and determined that whilst mainland populations have expanded and contracted, they have remained connected, and long-term geographical separation which could lead to long-term evolutionary change hasn’t occurred. I then used skull morphometrics to look for differences between populations of the tiger and see if they’re largely in agreement with this (which they were). And I’ve also consulted the genetic literature which also confirms a close affinity between all mainland populations of the tiger and has proposed a single mainland subspecies.Now, interestingly there’s been some work on the Amur tiger up in Siberia, which has shown they have very large sagittal crestsNow one slight snag here is the nature vs nuture expression of an animals phenotype, and whilst morphology has a strong genetic and evolutionary component, there are other forces at play.
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What’s interesting is that the patterns of change between captive and wild skull dimensions, are broadly similar to those found between certain populations of wild lions and tigers, which suggests there’s a significant plastic component to differentiation between some wild populations which has previously been unaccounted for.Now this side mission into the effects of feeding, which has implications for both understanding wild variation, and for animal husbandry in captive environments, leads me on to my current project.
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And this is nothing too new but I did find a difference between captive and wild skulls, with captive individuals having generally wider skull dimensions, but also reduced  posterior mandible heights, and posterior skull dimensions (these structures at the back of the skull where the large, biting muscles are attaching.)
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• Don’t do what I did to guarantee getting a post-doc

• Every PhD is different, every post-doc is different

• The NERC short courses and opportunities are pretty useful
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So clearly I’ve taken some less than streamlined non-academic pathways to end up where I am now that probably weren’t necessary for a research career, but then I’m quite happy I’ve done these as it’s added a bit of variety and still keeps my options open – ultimately the jobs I’ve done have involved skills that are transferrable between industry and research, such as GIS, grant writing, report writing, it’s all the same.I’ve got lucky so far with both my PhD and post-doc in that I enjoy both projects and the people I’ve worked for – I think it’s like any job where some are good and some are bad, but it’s great being surrounded by people with similar interests. The museum’s great – get a museum job.All the PhD training type courses and internships are worth it. They’re tick boxes for future competencies sections on job and post-doc applications.
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